ABSTRACT Motion segmentation plays a central role in a variety of computer vision and pattern recognition applications. In moving camera videos, the dynamic background caused by camera motion and the object motions caused by multiple moving objects are mixed and dependent with each other making the segmentation of camera motion and object motions quite difficult. This is the known dependent motion segmentation. Although motion segmentation in static scenes is a relative easy work, the dependent motion segmentation in dynamic scenes is very challenging due to the high mixture and dependence between camera motion and object motions. Recently, a large number of works have been developed for the task of dependent motion segmentation. However, their performances are still far behind human perceptions. In this paper, we studied, analyzed, and reviewed the most important and recent developed dependent motion segmentation techniques and proposed a classification strategy to categorize these techniques into different groups according to their characteristics and features. Furthermore, we also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each kind of techniques and provided suggestions for further research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion segmentation refers to the process of decomposing a video (or an image sequence) into background and moving objects. It is a fundamental step for many computer vision and pattern recognition tasks, especially for video based applications such as video coding, video surveillance, activity recognition, content-based retrieval, visualization, robotics, traffic monitoring and so on [1] . Extensive studies have been conducted on motion segmentation for stationary camera scenarios. However, little effort has been put on the review of dependent motion segmentation methods. Recently, with the development of first-person view devices and tecnnologies, more and more researchers have focused on the researches of motion segmentation in dynamic scenarios, which are performed on moving camera videos. Dependent motion segmentation is an essential part to many applications. It is because for many situations, we only have interest on the camera motion, such as video stabilization, structurefrom-motion, video editing [2] , [3] etc.; but for other applications, we just focus on object motions, such as action recognition, content-based retrieval, activity recognition etc. Thus, we need to separate between the camera motion and object motions for further applications.
Moving camera videos usually refer to the videos taken by a moving camera in the 3D real world. A common theme in moving camera motion segmentation is to use image plane motion (optical flow) or trajectories as a surrogate for realworld object motion [4] - [9] . Image plane motion can be used directly as a cue for clustering or to compensate for the camera motion so that the pixelwise model from the previous frame can be adjusted in order to remain accurate. Motion segmentation in stationary camera videos is relatively straightforward, where a pixelwise background model can accurately classify pixels as background or foreground. However, separating moving objects from moving camera videos is more challenging. In moving camera videos, the camera motion causes most image pixels to move, where pixelwise models become inadequate. Moreover, since the camera motion and object motions are mixed and dependent with each other, this produces motion dependence between the camera motion and object motions. The observed 2D image motion is generated by the 3D motions of both moving camera and moving objects in the scene. The mixture and motion dependence make the motion segmentation in moving camera video much more challenging. In [10] , motion segmentation for dynamic scenarios is also named as 'dependent motion segmentation'. It is a very challenging task in computer vision especially for the scenes generated by unconstrained and unpredictable camera motions.
A large number of works have been proposed for the motion segmentation in moving camera videos. However, the performance of these techniques are still fall behind human perceptions. In this paper, we present a review on the most important and latest developed motion segmentation algorithms for moving camera videos. We categorize these methods into different groups according to their principles and features. We also give the detailed explanation of their strengths and weaknesses and provide possible suggestions on new directions for dependent motion segmentation. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the problem of dependent motion segmentation with common issues and main features. According to these issues and features, a classification of existing dependent motion segmentation techniques is proposed in this paper. Section 3 introduces the principles of motion flow modeling in both 2D and 3D scenes. In Section 4, the main ideas of recent developed dependent motion segmentation methods are described and analyzed. Their strengths and weaknesses are also analyzed in this section. Finally, this paper summarizes each category of methods and suggests new further research directions in Section 5.
II. MAIN FEATURES OF DEPENDENT MOTION SEGMENTATION AND A CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe the main features of dependent motion segmentation algorithms. According to these features, a possible classification of existing algorithms is presented. Related to this classification, the main attributes of each kind of methods are also described.
A. MAIN FEATURES OF DEPENDENT MOTION SEGMENTATION
To develop an effective dependent motion segmentation algorithm which can work for real videos (or real image sequences), several issues need to be considered. Among them, several issues are considered in most existing methods, including: the starting point (camera motion oriented or object motion oriented), effecviness in dealing with depth-dependency, requirment of prior knowledge on the camera model and object motions, robustness to missing data and noise, etc. As aforementioned, the objective of dependent motion segmentation depends on applications. For many applications, our aim is to estimate camera motions, while for others we just focus on the object motions. Thus, we first need to consider about the key point when designing motion segmentation algorithms. The second issue is also very important. The image plane motion is obtained by projecting 3D motions on to the 2D image field. A major drawback using 2D image plane motion for dependent motion segmentation is that the projected motions of an object on the image plane depends on its distance from the camera. Two objects which have the same real-world motion may have different image plane motions because of their different depths. This can cause a motion segmentation algorithm fails to segment between two objects at different depths even though they have the same real-world motion. Apart from the first two issues, we also need to consider about the prior knowledge of the camera model and object motions, which is not always known beforehand. For example, the camera model can be ranged from a simple translation model (with two parameters) to a more complex perspective model with eight parameters [4] . How to choose an appropriate camera motion model is still a challengeing issue to existing motion segmentation methods. Moreover, the object motions can be single or multiple, rigid or non-rigid. This kind of prior knowledge is very difficult to be obtained. Finally, the performance of motion segmentation methods may be influenced significantly by the presence of noise and occurance of missing data. For many applications in complex environments such as moving object detection in underwater imaging systems, the noise presence can be a critical problem. The quality of underwater images degrades due to many factors, such as the ocean flow, the water turbidity, strong reflections, back-scattering, rapid light attenuation, dynamic lighting and non-uniform lighting, etc. [11] . Moreover, some parts of image data may be missing because of the blurring and occlusion caused by motions of objects.
Beyond the above mentioned main features of dependent motion segmentation, several other issues need to be considered. The main attributes of a dependent motion segmentation algorithm can be summarized as below:
-Camera motion first vs. Object motion first: Some works segment object motion directly from the moving camera videos. These algorithms refer to object motion orientation ones. Other algorithms calculate camera motions first. These methods refer to camera motion orientation algorithms. -Feature based vs. Dense motion based: In feature based methods, objects are represented by a limited number of key feature points such as salient points or corners, while dense motion based methods generate a dense pixel-wise motion field like image plane motion or optical flow. -2D vs. 3D: Motion segmentation can be performed in the two-dimensional spaces (e.g. using image plane motion representation) or three-dimensional spaces (e.g. using structure from motion). They refer to 2D based methods and 3D based methods, respectively. -Rigid vs. Nonrigid: The object motions can be rigid or non-rigid. This shows the ability to deal with different kinds of object motions. -Single vs. Multiple: The objects can be single or multiple in the scene. This shows the ability to segment more than one objects from the scene. -Occlusions or not: The moving objects can cause occlusions. Even worse, the whole object may disappear and reappear at different frames. This shows the ability to deal with occlusions. 
B. A CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING ALGORITHMS
According to the main attributes of dependent motion segmentation, this paper proposes a novel classification strategy. This classification is meant to create a bit order of algorithms in order to make the overview easier to read. The identification of categories can be defined in variant steps depending on the importance of features and attributes: existing dependent motion segmentation algorithms are firstly divided into camera motion compensation based methods and object motion segmentation based methods according to the first attribute (camera motion first or object motion first). Then, each kind of method is further divided into several groups according to the principle of techniques involved in it. Figure 1 shows the overall map of this classification. And Table 1 shows a compact at-a-glance overview of most representative and latest developed algorithms in each category with respect to their most important attributes. 
III. PRINCIPLES OF MOTION FLOW MODELING
Motion segmentation algorithms usually involves three main issues: (1) the data primitives, which can be individual pixels, lines, corners, blocks, or regions, (2) the motion models or motion representations which can be 2D image plane motion (or optical flow) or 3D motion parameters, and (3) the segmentation criterion, which can be the Hough transform, Bayesian segmentation, maximum a posterior (MAP), and expectation maximization (EM). Motion segmentation methods can be classified either based on motion representations or segmentation criteria. Motion representation plays a very important role and many motion segmentation techniques mainly focus on the the design of motion estimation methods. Therefore, before reviewing the main techniques for dependent motion segmentation, we firstly need to introduce the principles of motion flow representation, including the camera models, and the motion representation in both 2D spaces and 3D spaces. This will be the guideline for motion segmentation algorithm construction.
A. CAMERA MOTIONS
Camera undergoes two kinds of 3D motions: translation
The instantaneous image motion of a general 3D scene can be formulated as:
where f c is the focal length, Z is the depth of the 3D point, and (u(x, y), v(x, y)) denotes the image plane motion at coordinate (x, y). We can see that the length of a motion vector is negatively correlated to its depth. Image motion has more specific representations in different scenes (2D or 3D).
B. MOTION IN 2D SCENE
When the scene is parallel to the image plane, all the scene objects are at the same distance from the camera without depth variations ( Z = 0). The camera-induced image motion can be modeled as:
where the parameters (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 ) are functions of camera motion (R, T ), f c , and Z as depicted in Eq. (1) . Here, Z is constant.
The scene satisfying above-mentioned conditions is regarded as 2D scene. In practice, the scene may have small depth variations. However, when the depth variation within the scene is much smaller than the overall 3D range of the scene from the camera, these scenes can also be considered as 2D scenes.
C. MOTION IN 3D SCENE
When the scene with large depth variations, it cannot be approximated by a flat/planar surface which is parallel to the image motion. We define such scenes as 3D scenes. Camera motions in 3D scenes can be considered in the following cases:
• Camera translation: When the camera is translating, the image motion in Eq.(1) becomes:
Camera translation consists of two cases: (1) translation, which is parallel to the image plane, so T Z = 0; and (2) camera zoom in/out, where T X = 0, T Y = 0. Camera zoom contributes to a radial image motion (expansion or contraction). For both cases, the image motion observed in the scene depends on the depth Z of scene points. Different planar surfaces have different induced image motions depending on their depths.
• Camera Rotation: When the camera undergoes a pure rotation, Eq. (1) becomes:
The contribution of camera rotation to the image plane motion is independent of scene point's depth Z . Any kinds of camera-induced image motion can be regarded as the combination of three basic motions. In [4] , many kinds of parametric models are developed to model the camera motions.
IV. MAIN TECHNIQUES FOR DEPENDENT MOTION SEGMENTATION
According to our classification strategy, dependent motion segmentation algorithms can be generally divided into camera motion compensation based methods and object motion segmentation based methods. Compared to object motions, camera motions are relatively simple. There are only three kinds of camera motions: camera translation, camera rotation, and camera radial motion. However, object motions can be very complex. For example, it can be single or multiple, rigid or non-rigid, spatial or temporal. Compared with camera motions, it is very difficult to model and segment object motions directly from the scene. Thus, in contrast to object motions, many algorithms choose to estimate camera motion first and compensate them from the mixed motion field to get the object motions. Here, we first review camera motion compensation methods and then for object motion segmentation based methods.
A. CAMERA MOTION COMPENSATION METHODS
Camera motion compensation involves two essential parts: camera motion estimation (also named as global motion estimation (GME)) and camera motion compensation (also named as global motion compensation (GMC)) [18] . GME estimates the camera motion and provide motion information to global motion models; GMC utilizes the global motion model to compensate the camera motion from the mixed motion field to get object motions. According to the techniques used in GME and GMC, camera motion complementation methods can be further divided into parametric methods, feature trajectory clustering methods, structure from motion methods, joint GME and outlier detection methods, camera motion decomposition methods, and machine learning methods.
1) PARAMETRIC METHODS
Generally speaking, motion in the image sequence is generated from motion of a camera and motion of individual objects. The former motion is refered as global motion while the latter is called as local motion. The estimation of camera motion is known as global motion estimation. According to the camera motion interpretation mentioned in Section 3, various global motion estimation models have been developed for this taks. These models are depicted by different number of parameters such as the six-parameter affine model, eight-parameter perspective model, eight-parameter quadratic model, and twelve-parameter parabolic model. The methods using parametric global motion models for camera motion estimation and compensation are refered as parametric methods [4] .
Parametric models are constructed by using the physical structure of the scene and object motions. Two physical structure models used in parametric methods are usually planar surface or parabolic surface. They are reasonable for the approximation of practical structure of objects in natural scenes. The real object motions in the three dimensional space is usually modeled by a 3D affine motion model which is described by a translation vector T and a rotation matrix R by X = RX + T , where X and X represent objects points at time t and t + 1, respectively. Through combining the scene structure and motion constraints with one of the two geometry models: parallel and perspective, parametric models are defined as follows [4] :
(1) Affine model: a six-parameter model corresponds to a planar surface under parallel projection:
(2) Perspective model: an eight-parameter model corresponds to a planar surface under perspective projection:
(3) Quadratic model: another eight-parameter model, which is generated by combining 3D object velocity model V , a planar surface and perspective projective geometry constraints:
(4) Parabolic model: a twelve-parameter model corresponds to a parabolic surface under parallel projection:
The affine model and the perspective model, which are two well-known camera motion models, have been widely used for camera motion estimation and compensation methods.
Camera motions can be represented by either trajectory of key features or dense image motion field (such as optical flow). Considering these two camera motion representations, parametric methods can be further divided into two subgroups: feature based methods and dense motion field based methods.
-Feature based Parametric Methods: Feature based methods use the motion of sparse key features to calculate the parameters of camera models (e.g. affine model, perspective model). Representation methods include Fu et al. [12] , Duan et al. 2008 [13] , and Yue-Meng Chen and Saeedi 2011 [14] . In [12] , a 6-parameter affine model is applied to describe the global motion estimation field. In [13] and [14] , a 8-parameter perspective model is used for camera motion estimation. The feature based methods usually need to extract and select good feature points from the scene first. They rely on a robust feature extraction and tracking algorithm, which is very difficult in complex natural scenes.
-Dense Motion Field based Parametric Methods: Other than feature based methods, dense motion field based methods perform pixel-level motion estimation using image plane motion (optical flow) rather than key features. Similar to feature based methods, dense motion field based methods can also perform global motion estimation using a parametric model as described above [76] . Pixels that are consistent with the estimated model are supposed to be camera induced image motion, while others are supposed to be object induced image motions. Representative dense motion field based methods include Lai [15] , Nikitidis et al. [17] , Wagh et al. [18] , and Su and Sun [16] . In [15] , [17] , and [18] , the 6-parameter affine model is used while in [16] the 8-parameter perspective model is applied for the camera motion modeling based on dense motion field.
2) FEATURE TRAJECTORY CLUSTERING METHODS
Apart from feature based parametric methods, there is another type of very important method for mixed motion segmentation. That is feature trajectory clustering based methods. Feature trajectory clustering based methods focus on the classification of trajectories of selected features into different groups (subspaces) [9] , [77] . These methods have been described in the literature reviews such as [5] and [78] . [31] , [32] ). Similar to feature based parametric methods, feature trajectory clustering methods also rely much on the robust feature extraction and tracking algorithms to obtain the key trajectory features of motions [79] , [80] . In addition, as they only output a segmentation with sparse key features, postprocessing is necessary to obtain a dense segmentation. Although several cases of camera motions can be well handled through feature based methods, in which, a simplified orthographic camera model similar to perspective camera is often assumed, and the focal length of a camera is required to be long enough to avoid any perspective distortions on the depth of 3D points. These requirements cannot be satisfied in many practical applications.
3) STRUCTURE FROM MOTION METHODS
For motion segmentation in real scenes, a practical and robust motion segmentation scheme must take into account object's structure and motion in space. As a result, 3D motion segmentation is employed in most practical segmentation systems. One kind of most important 3D methods is the structure from motion (SFM) method, which can deal with 3D scenes with significant depth variations [33] . The idea of SFM is inspired by the phenomenon that humans act in a 3D world while they only sense 2D projection of it [81] . Thanks to the reconstruction of 3D geometry, SFM has been widely used in applications related to the recovery of 3D geometry from 2D image motions, such as robotic navigation, object tracking, animation, active vision, 3D coding and mosaic, and so on [82] .
Since the observation data has one less dimension with respect to the unknown environment to be estimated, the recovery of 3D structure from 2D projection is not an easy task. Several assumptions have been proposed to simplify the general problem of 3D models from 2D imagery to formulate SFM task. One essential constriant is to assume the objects in the scene are moving rigidly, or, equivalently only the camera is allowed to move [36] . Another important simplification is that feature points have been located and correspondences have been established between feature points in the two frames [35] . Existing SFM techniques differ from each other in their camera (geometry) model, linearity (in parameters estimation), number of features, restrictions on camera motion and scene structure [37] .
4) JOINT GME AND OUTLIER DETECTION METHODS
Since the global motion (inlier) estimation is often affected by object motions (outliers), several joint global motion estimation and object motion removal (outlier detection) methods were proposed. For example, a joint inlier estimation and motion segmentation method was proposed in [38] and [83] , which performs inlier estimation and outlier rejection simultaneously. These methods usually vary in the strategy of outlier detection. A regression scheme, which utilizes gradient descent (GD) [76] or least squares (LS) [84] , was applied to refine the camera motion model by excluding outliers iteratively. Outlier rejection filter [85] filters motion vectors explicitly by evaluating their similarity in a predefined window. RANSAC [86] , which is a statistical method, estimates the inlier through updating the probability of inlier iteratively.
5) CAMERA MOTION DECOMPOSITION METHODS
The aforementioned camera motion compensation algorithms such as feature based parametric methods or dense motion based joint estimation and segmentation methods mainly treat different camera motions as a whole without considering different camera motions according to camera motion models. This results in the inaccurate camera motion estimation and thus unconvincing foreground segmentation. Moreover, existing methods mainly performed in the 2D image motion field, where the camera motion and object motions mixed and influence with each other making the segmentation difficult. To solve these problems, one kind of camera motion decomposition methods was proposed. This kind of methods decomposes an arbitrary optical flow field into two components: curl component and divergence component using a computational fluid dynamics algorithm named as Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition (HHD) [41] - [43] . The camera radial motion (including expansion and contraction), which is irrotational, exists only in the divergence component; the camera rotation, which is incompressible, exits only in the curl component; the camera translation which is irrotational and incompressible, can exist in both the curl component and divergence component equally. To deal with high mixture between the camera motion and object motions in the 2D image motion field, HHD transforms the 2D dense motion flow field to 3D potential surfaces and develops a Quad-tree based object motion segmentation framework. This framework (as shown in Fig. 2 ) makes camera motion estimation and object motion segmentation more robust and accurate. 
B. OBJECT MOTION SEGMENTATION BASED METHODS
In moving camera videos, the background camera motion and foreground object motions are mixed with each other. For the segmentation of these two types of motions, we can first pay attention to the camera motion, remove it and thus get the object motions. These refer to the aforementioned camera motion compensation based methods. Also, we can focus on the object motions first, segment them, and get the background camera motions subsequently. These refer to the object motion segmentation based methods. In this section, we will describe and analyze this kind of methods. The existing object motion segmentation based methods may have different subgroups, which vary in motion representations, assumptions and constraints, segmentation strategies, etc. They can be roughly divided into four subgroups: background subtraction based methods, motion plus scene structure based methods, dynamic texture based methods, and machine learning based methods.
1) BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION METHODS
Background subtraction (also named as background removal) based methods refer to a group of methods which aim at distinguishing between background and foreground motions in video sequences utilizing a background model [87] . VOLUME 6, 2018 Each video frame is compared against this background model or a reference, where pixels deviate significantly from the background are recognized as moving objects [88] . An example flow chart of background subtraction is shown in Fig. 3 . Background subtraction based methods have been recognized as one of the most widely used techniques for object segmentation in either stationary camera videos or moving camera videos. Other than camera motion compensation, background subtraction usually develops a background model based on the color, texture information of images and compare each frame with this other than relying on a camera motion model. Existing background subtraction based methods differ with each other in the image representation, background models, segmentation strategies, and so on. They can be generally divided into spatial and spatiotemporal methods. 
a: SPATIAL METHODS
The representative spatial background subtraction methods include Yokoyama and Poggio [44] , Chua et al. [45] , Cui et al. [46] , Han et al. [47] , Song et al. [48] , Elharrouss et al. [49] , and Zhang et al. [50] . For example, Yokoyama and Poggio [44] developed a contour-based background subtraction method for moving object detection and tracking. This method is performed using lines computed from a gradient-based optical flow and an edge detector. The edges extracted from optical flow and edge detector are stored as lines. The background lines of the previous frame are subtracted to get the contour of objects. Chua et al. [45] introduced an adaptive texture-color based background subtraction method for moving object segmentation in video surveillance. It incorporates the Improved Hue, Luminance, and Saturation (IHLS) color space based local color feature with local binary pattern (LBP) texture for more robust background subtraction. Han et al. [47] developed an integration of color and texture framework for robust moving object detection, where a block-based background modeling is utilized to accelerate background subtraction process. Song et al. [48] utilized a widely-used background subtraction algorithm Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and a Dirichlet prior based acceleration strategy for fast moving object detection. To deal with the illumination changes, Elharrouss et al. [49] proposed a particular algorithm for moving object detection based on combining quad-tree decomposition with entropy theory. The background model is constructed by combing the quad-tree decomposition with entropy theory, which is insensitive to sudden illumination change in the scene. Zhang et al. [50] developed a moving object detection and segmentation algorithm using pixel spatial sample difference consensus.
b: SPATIO-TEMPORAL METHODS
Compared with spatial methods, spatio-temporal methods add more spatio-temporal constraints either to the background model or to the segmentation results to make the segmentation smooth. They require that the computed background or foreground have accurate and temporally consistent boundaries in multiple frames. Representative spatio-temporal background subtraction methods include Yang et al. [51] , Wu and Peng [52] , Yang et al. [53] , Li et al. [54] , Xia et al. [55] , Romanoni et al. [56] , and Yang et al. [57] . For example, Yang et al. [51] introduced a real-time moving object segmentation method based on a spatio-temporal background update algorithm. The background update fusing of pixel-level motion detection and frame-level motion detection is of high capability to handle various scene changes, such as camera shaking, left objects, ghosts, and abrupt illumination changes [51] . Wu and Peng [52] developed a codebook-based dynamic background subtraction algorithm based on spatio-temporal context, where the spatial context involves the local spatial dependency among neighboring pixels and the temporal context involves the previous segmentation result. Yang et al. [53] proposed a spatio-temporal LBP based moving object segmentation algorithm for the compressed videos such as H.264 compressed surveillance videos. Li et al. [54] constructed a real-time moving object detection algorithm using Mixture of Gaussian fusing spatial-temporal information. Xia et al. [55] design a moving object detection algorithm based on the spatio-temporal saliency, where the spatial saliency map is generated using Gaussian mixture model (GMM) in luma space and the temporal saliency map is obtained by background subtraction. Romanoni et al. [56] developed a robust background subtraction algorithm by combining temporal and spatio-temporal histograms of pixel intensities for moving camera videos. These two histograms all represent temporal distributions, but the former one only deals with a single pixel, while the latter one deals with the temporal distribution between its neighboring pixels [56] . Yang et al. [57] proposed a moving object segmentation algorithm for dynamic background scenarios using a spatiotemporal model, which can accurately model the dynamic background.
2) MOTION PLUS SCENE STRUCTURE BASED METHODS
Background subtraction is an important technology for background/foreground segmentation. However, high-quality background modeling is a very challenging task because of tightly coupled color, depth, and motion giving rise to a large 55970 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 4. The segmentation result of a probabilistic model based causal motion segmentation in crowd natural scenes [60] .
number of variables and significant ambiguity in computation and thus make the segmentation result unsatisfactory [59] . More and more researchers find that just relying on the color or texture information of image sequences is not enough for bilayaer (foreground and background) segmentation. We need to take into account both the motion and scene structure information for both background modeling and foreground segmentation. Thus, several motion plus scene structure based methods have been proposed in [58] - [61] . For example, Agrawal and Chellappa [58] introduced an independently moving object segmentation method based on an iterative algorithm, which segments objects moving independently under the pure translation and refine and update a coarse depth map the scene under unconstrained camera motions (camera translation or rotation). Zhang et al. [59] proposed a robust bilayer moving object segmentation and depth estimation system, which is robust for accurately computing object motion, layer, and depth information under difficult situations. Bideau and Learned-Miller [60] developed a probabilistic moving object detection model for causal motion segmentation in crowd natural scenes. Through deriving a novel likelihood function for assessing the probability of moving object in optical flow field given the 3D motion direction of an object, this method has become the state-ofthe-art method in 2016.
3) DYNAMIC TEXTURE METHODS
The aforementioned camera motion compensation based methods or object motion segmentation based methods are mainly developed for dynamic scenarios with homogeneous background motions. For example, the background motion is generated by moving camera. However, there is another type of visual processes composed of ensembles of particles which are subject to stochastic motion [62] , [63] . The particles can be macroscopic (e.g. leaves and vegetation blowing in the wind), microscopic (e.g. plumes of smoke), or even objects (e.g. a traffic jam, a human crowd, a bee hive or a flock of birds). Because of chaotic heterogeneous background motions, the segmentation of objects from these visual processes are highly challenging for traditional motion segmentation methods such as parametric methods, which assume a piecewise planar scenario, dense optical flow based methods, which requires some degree of motion homogeneous, or feature trajectory clustering based methods, which tend to be impractical especially with a large number of subjects interacting with each other. To solve this problem, recently, there has been an effort to advance toward this kind of holistic modeling by treating such video sequences as 'dynamic textures'. Dynamic texture is defined as a spatio-temporal generative model for image sequences (or videos), which represents image sequences as observations from a linear dynamical system [62] , [63] . The dynamic texture based methods have shown great potential in motion segmentation with dynamic backgrounds [62] - [67] , [89] . For example, Chan and Vasconcelos [62] introduced a mixture of dynamic textures to model a set of videos consisting of variant visual processes as samples from a collection of dynamic textures fro the foreground segmentation. Update version of this work is presented in [63] , where an improved expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is derived for learning the model parameters for clustering and segmenting videos. Cheng and Gong [64] proposed a background subtraction method in dynamic scenes using dynamic texture for moving object segmentation. Later, Chan and Vasconcelos [65] developed a variational layered dynamic texture method, where each layer is constructed as a temporal texture sampled from a different liner dynamic system. And the regions of the video are assigned to a layer using a Markov random field [65] . Forouzanfar et al. [66] proposed an analytical approach for segmentation of dynamic textures using linear predictive coding. Recently, Xia and Luo [67] developed a dynamic texture based motion segmentation and background estimation method for moving object segmentation in complex scenes.
4) MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
Recently with the high development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology, machine learning based motion segmentation algorithms have been proposed. The basic concept of machine learning for motion segmentation is to develop learning models using pre-trained data and lend these models to 'find' moving objects itself [69] . For machine learning, VOLUME 6, 2018 we can either use a learning model with a single layer or a hierarchical learning model with multiple layers. These refer to two kinds of machine learning algorithms: shallow structure based learning algorithms, and deep structure based learning algorithms (also named as deep learning). There are many representative methods of these two types developed in the literature.
a: SHALLOW STRUCTURE METHODS
For shallow structure based methods, Kumar et al. [68] developed an unsupervised learning method, which learns a generative layered representation of a scene from a moving camera video for moving object segmentation. This method can be applied to videos containing piecewise parametric motion without restrictions on the type of camera motion. It is also effective to deal with illumination changes, occlusion, lighting and motion blur. Parikh and Maradia [69] introduced two kinds of traditional supervised learning algorithms (SVM and LS-SVM) for image segmentation with motions. Segmentation can be performed through selecting image features. They treat the intensity change basis of motion as texture feature for segmentation. Experimental results demonstrate that machine learning approaches are very promising techniques for doing segmentation with motions in the image. That is for segmenting moving object segmentation in the scene.
b: DEEP STRUCTURE METHODS
The deep structure based methods usually builds a hierarchical learning model of multiple layers for recognition, classification, segmentation, prediction, etc. Although they may require more training data and need higher computational cost than shallow structure methods, their performances are usually better than shallow structure based methods. Recently, with the high development of deep learning models, many different kinds of deep structure based motion segmentation methods have been proposed. For example, Fragkiadaki et al. [70] developed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based 'Moving Objectness Detector' for moving object segmentation. In each frame, they compute segment proposals according to this 'Moving Objectness Detector'. They segment moving objects in dynamic scenarios by ranking spatio-temporal segment proposals and discard under/over segmentations or background parts of the scene. Lin and Wang [71] proposed a Recursive Neural Networks (RNN) based deep learning framework to accomplish motion segmentation in moving stereo camera videos. This framework first detects moving points and learns highlevel spatio-temporal features from raw images based on Reconstruction Independent Component Analysis (RICA). Then it incorporates both the detected moving points and the learned spatio-temporal features as inputs of RNN to perform motion segmentation. The pipeline of the framework is shown in Fig.6 . Zhang et al. [72] developed a deep learning based block-wise scene analysis method for moving object detection, equipped with a binary spatio-temporal scene model. The deep learning module, which is based on denoising autoencoder, aims at learning effective deep representation to encode the intrinsic scene information. The binary scene model, which captures the spatio-temporal scene distribution in the Hamming space, ensures the robust moving object detection. Sevilla-Lara et al. [73] introduced a CNN based semantic segmentation algorithm with localized layers in the optical flow field. This method first learns the types of objects in the scene, defines different image motion models depending on the type of object, and then segments the scene into objects of different types. Murali et al. [74] proposed a Transition State Clustering with Deep Learning (TSCDL) algorithm, which is a novel unsupervised algorithm leveraging video and kinematic data for task-level segmentation in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery applications. Caelles et al. [75] deal with the task of semi-supervised object segmentation in one-shot videos, e.g. the segmentation of an object from the background part of a video, given the mask of the first frame. That is, they develop a CNN based OneShot Video Object Segmentation (OSVOS) approach, which is able to transfer generic semantic information learned from ImageNet successively, to the part of foreground segmentation, and then learn the appearance of an annotated object in the test sequence (and thus one-shot) [75] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a literature review on recent developed dependent motion segmentation algorithms for moving camera videos. A novel classification strategy is introduced, which classify different motion segmentation algorithm to several groups according to their characteristics and main features. It is clear from this review that although great achievements have been obtained in dependent motion segmentation techniques, there are still several challenges to achieve fully automatic segmentation of semantically meaningful objects from dynamic scenes. Thus, we need to improve existing methods to make them more powerful to deal with variant complex situations.
To conclude this paper, we want to point out some possible directions which can be followed in the near future. Recently, with the high development of artificial intelligence technologies, motion segmentation using machine learning algorithms, especially the cutting-edge deep learning algorithms, has achieved more excellent results than traditional methods. The deep learning based methods have been recognized as one of the most promising techniques for dependent motion segmentation and other motion analysis related researches and applications. Moreover, as the increasing importance of dynamic scenario understanding, motion segmentation in specific scenes with ensembles of particles, has challenged existing motion segmentation algorithms significantly. Considering the aspects mentioned in this review, we believe that dynamic texture could be a new direction to process such dynamic scenes with constantly changing textures. Nevertheless, in order to obtain more robust and satisfactory results in complex scenes, it would be more interesting to merge variant different segmentations algorithms as an ensemble framework, which is based on powerful mathematically theories and would have the good ability to deal with motion dependence and depth dependence in the 3D real world. 
